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Dear reader,
Thank you for your interest in learning more about the people, the work, and the goals of the AIM
Study Association. As the 7th board of AIM, we are proud to present you our half-year plan, which
entails the goals of the Board members individually and collectively, and the plans of the committees.
Traditionally, AIM creates a full year plan as opposed to a half-year plan at the start of the academic
year.  However, due to the uncertain and ever-changing circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic,
we have made the decision to change this into two half-year plans for this academic year, each one of
them being approved at a GA. The half-year plan that is going to be presented today would be, if
approved, effective from the beginning of the academic year until the Half-Year Assembly, occurring
in the beginning of March, during which the other half-year plan will be discussed. In this way, we
hope to make it more feasible for our committees to organize events without having to predict the
evolution of the COVID-19 situation months in advance. The goal of this change is to minimize the
stress and difficulties of planning, while adapting to developments of the pandemic. We hope that this
solution sets stage for the successful work of AIM this year. 
The AIM Bodies consist of the Presidium, the AIM Board, ten committees, the Advisory Board, and
Treasury Advisory Board. 

As the Board, we oversee the work of the committees and work on developing the Association as a
whole.  A committee generally consists of a chair, secretary, treasurer, marketing officer, and external
commissioner; though each committee at least has a chair, secretary, and treasurer as the core
positions. Currently, the first seven committees have been selected after a careful consideration of
their motivation letter, past experience, and final interview round hosted by two Board members. The
committees have been given individual Zoom workshops and guidance from the Board members in
order to prepare them, after which they worked hard to create their half-year plans, the calendar for
which you will see at the bottom of this document. Their events are open to all AIM members, and
have been adapted in order to accommodate to the COVID-19 restrictions and maintain the spirit of
AIM responsibly.

The Presidium organizes the three General Assemblies
of the year, and functions as the legal body of AIM. 
The Advisory Board and Treasury Advisory Board 
provide guidance to the Board, additionally by reviewing 
the (half-)year plan and budget, respectively. 
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AIM Community1.
Maintaining the AIM community spirit

As the 7th Board of AIM, we are the first to begin the year almost fully online. With this change,
there have been many limitations to the social interaction within the community, which is the core
aspect of the Association. As members currently cannot enter the Board room to talk to us, or meet
at weekly Borrels, we are dedicated towards finding alternative ways to achieve the AIM community
spirit. 
The first method through which we plan to achieve this is through increasing our interaction through
social media. In the past, AIM’s social media platforms, such as Facebook and Instagram, have mainly
been used for the function of promoting upcoming events and the Association itself. This year,
however, we plan to create a conversation through these platforms. For example, we will schedule
live Q&A sessions and interactive activities through the live functions, in order to transfer the
personal connection between us and the AIM members onto the online platform. 
Secondly, and most importantly, we aim to provide first-year PPLE students with a chance to adapt
to Amsterdam and PPLE by implementing the new Welcoming Committee. The Welcoming
Committee will organize a buddy system, through which PPLE students can apply to be connected to
a buddy, with whom they will attend the interactive events that the Committee has planned. The
focus of these events is to explore Amsterdam together and to interact on a more personal level.
Given that the buddy system entails two to three people per “group”, this Committee can likely
function regardless of the restrictions imposed by the Dutch government. Therefore, the AIM
members can experience growth of friendships and experience Amsterdam while being safe and
responsible. 
Lastly, we plan to introduce feedback mechanisms, which will be explained further at the end of this
section. The feedback mechanisms, available to all AIM members, would provide us with a direct link
of communication to the AIM community, and allow us to consider improvements that they expect,
and to see what they enjoy. 
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2. Digitalization 
Improving the technological aspects of AIM

Although AIM is facing numerous social restrictions, we see these circumstances as an
opportunity to grow digitally, and prepare the Association for any unforeseen challenges in the
future.  
Firstly, we plan to make use of more Zoom functions, given that the majority of our events will
be hosted there for the first semester. We see it as highly important to create a dynamic
environment, even while on the same platform. Secondly, we plan to encourage the use of UvA
studios, and to improve the production quality of the committees’ creative works (e.g. videos) in
order to professionalize the online production and encourage members by doing so. Thirdly, we
plan to supplement these improvements in digitalization through increased social media
presence, as outlined above. 
Moreover, we plan to invest time into developing the AIM Webshop, in order to decrease the
time spent on administrative functions and allow more time for development in other realms. 

3. Rebranding
Having a successful rebranding

This year, we have returned the AIM brand color to the previous navy blue color
(changing it from the burgundy of last year). This was done in order to professionalize the
brand identity and create a unified image of AIM across all media. The navy blue will
therefore represent AIM by being included in most AIM promotion, AIM logos, and social
media platforms. 
We also aim to build our social media by keeping promotion from previous events on all
pages, to allow newcomers to have an overview of our events and ideas, and to allow
members to reflect on what has occurred thus far. Given these slight changes, we will of
course keep the AIM logo that has been used in previous years, as we see it perfectly
fitting for the Association, and it would maintain the brand identity despite some
changes. 
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4. Regularization
Developing a procedural structure

The fourth year goal of the 7th Board is to develop a procedural structure that would
aid the transitional periods between AIM boards and committees. Up until now, the
main mechanisms for the transitional period have been supplies of prepared White
Papers from the previous boards and committees, personal meetings (or kick-off
events), and the Board weekend. However, we have seen this year particularly how
central these mechanisms are to a smooth transition, as we did not have the frequent
in-person training or debriefing sessions. Similarly, not all new committees achieved
communication with previous committee members, which would have been
additionally helpful. Therefore, we see it as necessary to implement a Board handbook
that breaks down the timeline of deadlines occurring throughout the transition, with
contact information and advice on how to achieve them. This would supplement the
White Papers, to which we would additionally include the experience of previous
Boards in order to account for valuable experience and beneficial input, directed at
developing the Association. For the committees, we aim to achieve a similar concept
through the Committee Toolkits, which are also supplemented by Committee White
Papers. The Toolkits provide information about AIM and its bodies, contact
information, tips, and step by step instructions for technicalities. This has been created
and distributed to the committees before they began their work for the year. of body
text

Lastly, as the 7th Board we are dedicated towards hearing feedback from our AIM bodies,
members, and from each other. Therefore, we firstly plan to install a biannual mandatory
feedback routine through an online form, in which members can indicate what events and
ideas they have liked, and what they would like to see in the future. As we will not have the
opportunity to meet members in person regularly for the first semester, this feedback form
has the prospect of filling the gap between us and the members. Moreover, the form would
have the option of anonymity to ensure that we are receiving an accurate representation of
opinions. Secondly, we plan to include mandatory debrief calls between the new and the old
committees, with the aim of strengthening bonds in the AIM community through sharing
experience. Thirdly, we plan to strengthen communication between the AIM Board and the
Advisory Board, in order to make great use out of the experience they hold, and use their
advice to develop AIM as an association.

5. Feedback
Installing feedback routines
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Description of the Board

The Board is made up of six members: the Chair, Secretary, Treasurer, Internal

Commissioner Social, Internal Commissioner Study, and External Commissioner. 

 The 7th Board of AIM consists of Neira, Marta, Oskar, Claire, Guoda and Luca

(corresponding to the listed positions respectively). The half-year plan is

synthesized and set in motion by the Board, who will help guide the committees in

achieving their goals and in adapting to challenges.

Some developments on the structure of committees

This year, the committee structure has slightly changed from 13 to 10

committees. This is due to the fact that we have decided to merge the Diversity

and Charity committees into the Awareness committee, and to merge the

Debate Committee into the Academic committee. This is due to the fact that the

previous committees had many overlapping themes, and we found it would be

more beneficial to have one committee carrying a range of events, as opposed to

two. We have additionally implemented the new Welcoming Committee, and

removed the Sports Committee due to Covid-19. We have also decided to pause

the Travel Committee and AIM teams in the first semester, and re-evaluate

whether they should be set in motion by the Half Year Assembly in the Spring.

Due to Covid-19, we found this would be most responsible, as these committees

depend on in-person interaction. Finally, the Freshmen Weekend, Third Year

Weekend, and Intreeweek will be selected in the next half-year, as their events

occur towards the end of the academic year.
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As the Chair of AIM, I oversee the association and
make sure that everything is running smoothly, both
internally and with PPLE. This entails having regular
meetings, at least monthly, with Communications
and with the Dean of PPLE. By synthesizing our goals
as an Association with PPLE, smooth communication
and cooperation may develop further. Additionally, I
maintain communication between the Board and the
Presidium, as well as with the Advisory Board. Within
the AIM Board, I help create agendas for meetings
and chair them, making sure that we are on the right
track. Moreover, I assign tasks to the Board
members, while taking into account their work-life
balance, their personal interests, and the interests of
the Association as a whole.

Board members’ personal and professional wellbeing
Personal goals:

1.
I believe that a happy and well-organized Board is key to having a smoothly functioning association. 

Starting each Board meeting with a round of personal updates, in order to check in on everyone’s well being
Arranging one-on-one meetings with each Board member, occurring at least once in two months; arranging
informal Board events to encourage bonding time
Setting up the buddy system with the Advisory Board, for external support
Reallocate tasks depending on the workload of each member
Encouraging the development of new ideas, while tracking the follow-through

This entails making sure that the Board members are personally doing well and professionally striving to develop AIM
from their position. I aim to achieve this through:

Implementing feedback forms 
Encouraging livestreams on social media
Investing time in research of online platforms bit of body text

2. Add a Engagement with AIM members.
Given the remote conditions of the first semester, I hope to spread the spirit of AIM through social
interaction that can occur from home through

Implementing transitional handbooks, including deadline timelines and contact info
Being personally available for information and advice 
Helping the Internal Commissioners with the committee transition (e.g. Toolkits)

3. Strengthening transition periods With the AIM Bodies and Committees changing each year, it is important
to instill a regularized transition structure that is not dependent on in-person communication through
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Personal description
As the Secretary of AIM, I work behind the
scenes of the promotions and the
administration of the association. I am the
creative force behind our website, Instagram,
and Facebook, making sure everyone knows
about the exciting things coming up! I am also
the person to ask about AIM memberships,
promotion or any other behind the scenes
aspect of AIM. 

Social media presence: I want to create a larger community feeling with all AIM members
by use of our social media platforms, which I think is now more necessary than ever. This
goal will be achieved through an increase in social interaction with firsts years throughout
our aim platforms such as Instagram, I want to make it as interactive as possible and take
advantage of its value.  A great way to do this is to recreate the Board room experience
with all the firsts years through online communication,  so they can see us as friends and
always put a friendly face when they think of AIM association. 
To elaborate on the goal of improving the technological aspects of AIM: I want to
encourage the committee’s to improve the quality of the promotions and let them take
their creativity to the next level. During these uncertain times, we rely on social platforms
more than ever for the promotion of AIM events, now is the time to really work on
improving the marketing officer’s skills which will ultimately boost the AIM brand identity. 
Develop the webshop efficiency: given that the current webshop we have been using is
not the most effective when handling orders, I plan to research and install a new webshop
within our planned budget  that will provide us with the technical  tools we need for
efficient administration of ticket sales and membership orders, namely one that handles
orders automatically, saving extra valuable administration time.

Personal goals:
1.

2.

3.
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Personal description

My role as a Treasurer entails being in charge of
the budget and bookkeeping of the entire
association. I work hard to make sure that
everything runs smoothly budget-wise to make
all of our wonderful events possible.
Furthermore, I am the person to ask about any
AIM-related financial matter, and a major part of
my job is to be the point of contact of the
committees’ treasurers, answering all questions
they might have and supporting them in their
job. 

Maintaining AIM’s financial stability: with uncertainty comes financial risk. My main goal this year
is to make sure that even in a situation we never faced before, AIM’s financial stability is
guaranteed. I’m confident that with the budget we created this year, we can guarantee that , while
still providing worthwhile events that make members happy about the membership they bought. 

Personal goals
1.

2. AIM during a pandemic: Never before has the organization faced a situation like this. Many
events that AIM usually organises cannot take place this year. However, this does not mean this
has to be a ”lost year”, quite the opposite.  Rather, I see the time we gain from doing everything
online  as an opportunity to work on the association as a whole and improve both the financial
structure as well as the overall structure of AIM. 

3. Professionalisation: building on the work of the previous boards and treasurers, I want to
further professionalise the Association with a focus on the financial side. Examples are the
digitalisation of invoices, restructuring the Excel spreadsheets for both the Budget and Cash
Book, changing the webshop’s platform due to its current flaws (in coordination with Marta) and
making the transaction processes more efficient overall. AIM is already a big study association but
it still has a lot of potential to grow and make bigger, more expensive events. However, an
essential precondition for growing the association, is an optimised administration and
bookkeeping for both the Secretary and Treasurer. With less frequent Ticket sales and an
expected lower volume of financial transactions this year , I’m optimistic that I will have enough
time to put in a lot of work to improve AIM’s bookkeeping and budgeting processes.
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Personal description
Being AIM’s Internal Social, I am in charge of creating
consistent communication between the AIM Board and
AIM’s social committees (AIM Party, Yearbook,
Freshmen Weekend, Intreeweek, Welcoming, and
Merch). My role is guiding the committees and
providing support with organizing events. Throughout
the year, the biggest part of my job is keeping in check
with the chairs of the social committees, through ideally
weekly meetings, so that I can update the AIM Board. 

Communication: My primary goal is to personally connect with the committees I am
working with, especially given the circumstances. I want every committee member to feel
welcomed in the AIM family, and comfortable with reaching out for anything. I’d rather
have communication channels that are too busy rather than not enough. 

1.

2. Guidance: Together with effective communication, I think the role of the Internal
Commissioner for Social Affairs is mainly to support committees in the events they want
to organise, providing them with their previous experiences. It also entails redirecting
committees that might be struggling with a particular issue and keeping everyone in
check.

3. Efficiency: Committees are for the committee members, but also for AIM members.
Therefore, I want to work hard to make sure that committees are working to provide AIM
members with the best events possible in the circumstances, and making sure no work
goes to waste. 
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Personal description
My position as AIM’s Internal Study entails being in
charge of leading communication between the AIM
Board and AIM’s study committees (AIM Academic,
Awareness, MUN). My role is providing support and
guidance to the study committees as they create their
events. I strive to get regular updates from the study
committee’s chair to be able to help them as much as
possible and improve the association as a whole.

Being the curator of the study committees, I find it very important to create
connections between the board and the committees that are based on trust and
mutual understanding. It is especially essential during the times we live in right now
because communication is done mostly online and it is more challenging to establish
bonds that are both, formal and informal. 

Personal goals
1.

2. Being part of AIM means developing our existing skills and gaining skills that are
completely new. I would really like to work on professionalizing my organizational
skills as well as finding ways to be a better guide for the study committees, which in a
sense is building on leadership skills I already have.
3. Being in a Board during the pandemic creates new challenges regarding the
organizational aspect, yet, it also gives birth to new opportunities nobody might have
thought of has it been the regular times. Therefore, my goal is to navigate life in the
circumstances that we currently have in order to maximize the opportunities that
come up due to the alternative learning.
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Personal description
As AIM’S External Commissioner, I will be the first
point of contact for all external parties - not only
will be in charge of strengthening the existing
partnerships but also expanding the existing
collaboration circle. This includes communication
with various companies, NGO’s and other
organizations that can provide some benefits to
our members, especially in the midst of a global
pandemic. Consequently, I will be the link
between AIM and other Student Associations,
which will allow our AIM committees to work with
other Associations to create events on a larger
scale. 

Laying a foundation for the creation of a PPLE Alumni Network + Career Committee
Personal Goals:

1.

To strengthen the AIM community feeling externally and provide new benefits to our members, I
will work on creating a PPLE Alumni Network and a new Career Committee that would allow our
members to explore their career possibilities after graduation. This could also incentivize older
members to be more engaged within the association. Therefore, I will:

a. Work with the PPLE staff members to contact  our alumni and establish a network of former students
that would be interested in attending networking events with our current members.
b. Set up a structure for the Career Committee , which could be directly involved with PPLE Alumni to
organize networking and other career or internship related events for our members. This would create
opportunities for future AIM generations as well.
c. Depending on the COVID-19 regulations, the committee would be set up in the second half of the year
either for online or in-person events.

        2.      Facilitate greater involvement of AIM Members in the establishment of new partnerships 
To ensure that the needs of  our members are heard, I will create surveys that  include questions about the
kind of partnerships people would like to see. This will allow to assess what is the most useful for AIM
members, especially in a time of online education.
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Study Committees

Academic Committee

Members
Chair: Olga Slusarz
Secretary: Teresa Trapp
Treasurer: Angus Kerr
Marketing Officer: Vitor Esposel
External Commissioner: Ryan Dillman

Committee description 
AIM Academic is an AIM study committee that is mainly concerned with organizing academic
activities and events, as the name suggests. AIM Academic connects 5 motivated and highly-
passionate individuals, who are not only curious to know more themselves but who also want to
provide additional learning opportunities for fellow PPLE students. However, this is not your
average learning experience that PPLE can already provide. AIM Academic focuses more on
allowing students to gain knowledge outside the classroom through activities that are both
useful and exciting. While planning events for other students the AIM Academic committee must
take into consideration that whatever they decide to do it must serve a purpose of allowing the
community to apply their existing skills while also learning something new they will most likely
need or use in the future. 

Key events
Debates
Movie nights
Workshops
Masterclasses

Awareness Committee

Members
Chair: Ece Cevizci
Secretary: Aimee Azambuya-Skoupy
Treasurer: Jolita Saveikyte
Marketing Officer: Yazan Azab
External Commissioner: Rozina Romsics
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Committee description 
AIM Academic is an AIM study committee that is mainly concerned with charitable practices, awareness
spread and inclusion. AIM Awareness connects 5 motivated and highly-passionate individuals, who are not
only interested in supporting causes that are important, but who also are highly motivated to help the
disadvantaged or underrepresented. Being part of AIM Awareness committee allows one to organize events
that one is passionate about and feel a strong connection to. AIM Awareness focuses on allowing students to
express their support towards important issues as well as include their fellow community members. While
planning events for other students the AIM Awareness committee must take into consideration that
whatever they decide to do it must be considerate of other individuals and a common ground must be
reached when deciding both, the theme of the events and also whether it is an adequate cause worth
supporting that is inclusive for all.

Key events
Charity bake sales
Movie nights & Discussions
Speaker conferences

DamMUN Committee

Members
Chair: Veya Mandapat
Secretary: Sofia Tryzub-Cook
Treasurer: Hans Wendland
Marketing Officer: Max Pralle
External Commissioner: Juan Felipe Gavria

Committee description 
AIM DamMUN is an AIM study committee that is mainly concerned with allowing people to learn about MUN
and participate at the conferences. AIM MUN connects 5 motivated and highly-passionate individuals, who
are not only interested in allowing people to participate in MUN conferences, but who want to allow people
broaden their debating, argumentation and rhetoric skill-set that already starts loading up within the courses
in PPLE, but often needs more practical application. Being part of AIM MUN committee allows one to be a
part of a team interested in world politics as well as provides an opportunity to meet people who are like-
minded and passionate about similar things. AIM MUN focuses on allowing students to practice MUN
debating style, learn more about sufficient research and become more confident in areas concerning public
speaking and argumentation. While planning events for other students the AIM MUN  committee must
respect guidelines already established by the International MUN association as well as consider what would
be the most appropriate events for current uncertainty-filled times.

Key events
MUN skill-building workshops
Mock MUN conferences
MUN conferences
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Social Committees 

Party Committee 

Members
Chair: Zanti Dick-Read
Secretary: Gregory Carr-Allinson
Treasurer: Teresa Werner
Marketing Officer: Gabriella Overtveld 
External Commissioner: Eivilė Čakaitė

Committee description 
The Party committee is dedicated to providing PPLE students with the nicest events to let go between two
deadlines. Usually alternating between borrels and parties in Amsterdam’s nicest locations, it provides the
community with arguably the most loved events. They strive to make every event exciting, alternating the type
of even. This year, the party committee will mainly be working on organising events that allow students to
connect with each other while complying with the current safety regulations.

Key events
Virtual Game Night
Scavenger Hunts
Welcome Back Borrel

Welcoming Committee

Members
Chair: Luisa Braga da Cruz
Secretary: Laure de Rooij
Treasurer: Minori Kawaguchi
Marketing Officer: Andreea Dogaru
External Commissioner: Karolina Dro

Committee description 
The Welcoming Committee aims at providing first year students with the nicest start possible in Amsterdam
through their first year. The first pillar of the Welcoming Committee is its buddy system, connecting first
years with volunteer second and third years. The second pillar are the events organised around these
buddies, either just between matching buddies or mixing various buddy pairs/groups. This committee
particularly aims at organising smaller scale events in times of coronavirus, where smaller networking events
are not permitted.

Key events
Museum Day
Secret Santa
Biking tours
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Merchandise Committee

Members
Chair: Anton Löwe
Secretary: Khyati Narang
Treasurer: Ann de Kanter
External Commissioner: Yomna Amir

 Committee description
The Merchandise committee is, all year round, working to provide AIM members with exclusive merch
for PPLE, for students to leave their bachelor with material and unforgettable perks. The great thing
about it is that it can come in many forms: traditionally the Merchandise committee works on sweaters,
but previous projects included reusable cups, t-shirts and socks. The members of the merchandise
committee are creative and organised individuals that work on a couple of significant projects
throughout the year. 
 

Key events 
Hoodies
Masks
Socks
Cardholders
Water Bottles
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Thank you note

Thank you for your interest in the half-year plans of
AIM for the year 2020-2021! We are very excited for
the year, and hope to realize all of our plans through
collaboration with the AIM Bodies, Committees,
partners, and PPLE. 

Sincerely,

Neira, Marta, Oskar, Claire, Guoda, and Lukrecija
(7th Board of AIM)


